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About This Game

Perfect Life VR

You can relax in this perfect house. Customize your car. Customize your friend. Fire the fireplace.
Just put your HMD on your head and 5d3b920ae0
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Am i missing something here? I was truly gobsmacked to think i paid for this, I wandered around and around looking for some
signs of what i had paid for, i came up with nothing worth mentioning, just be aware, as it stands it will end up under the sink
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with the cucumber slicer and mechanical paper shredder.. Very good graphics and relaxing game ! Well done friend :D Good
Job developers. Very good graphics and relaxing game ! Well done friend :D Good Job developers. This game has little content
and is not entertaining. yet. The devs need to add more activities and features, here are some ideas; -sitting in chairs -playing
tennis or something with the girl in the house -driving the car or even just being able to get in after opening the doors and
bonnet -I would also love for there to be a starting of the car's engine mechanic (as a petrol head) -the house should have
controllable lighting, and maybe a custom furniture addition. -Options on houses as well, maybe like a victorian mansion, or
even The Buckingham Palace, as realistic monuments would be great. Okay so obviously that is alot to ask, but just think and
realize that SteamVR Home has more features than this game and it comes with the HTC Vive. Now I would recommend to buy
this game and play it to support the devs, maybe that will motivate them to add some of the awesome things I listed above. I
think this could be the first game to live up to the title "Perfect Life" because that is what everyone dreamed of when VR
started, the ability to be free in a realistic, custom, and open evironment, kind of like taking a break from your everyday stress
of your life. You should just pick up your VR headset and have more fun than any regular PC video games, VR should be a
vacation, not a game.. Am i missing something here? I was truly gobsmacked to think i paid for this, I wandered around and
around looking for some signs of what i had paid for, i came up with nothing worth mentioning, just be aware, as it stands it will
end up under the sink with the cucumber slicer and mechanical paper shredder.. This game has little content and is not
entertaining. yet. The devs need to add more activities and features, here are some ideas; -sitting in chairs -playing tennis or
something with the girl in the house -driving the car or even just being able to get in after opening the doors and bonnet -I would
also love for there to be a starting of the car's engine mechanic (as a petrol head) -the house should have controllable lighting,
and maybe a custom furniture addition. -Options on houses as well, maybe like a victorian mansion, or even The Buckingham
Palace, as realistic monuments would be great. Okay so obviously that is alot to ask, but just think and realize that SteamVR
Home has more features than this game and it comes with the HTC Vive. Now I would recommend to buy this game and play it
to support the devs, maybe that will motivate them to add some of the awesome things I listed above. I think this could be the
first game to live up to the title "Perfect Life" because that is what everyone dreamed of when VR started, the ability to be free
in a realistic, custom, and open evironment, kind of like taking a break from your everyday stress of your life. You should just
pick up your VR headset and have more fun than any regular PC video games, VR should be a vacation, not a game.
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